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a b s t r a c t

In Finite Control Set-Model Predictive Control (FCS-MPC), the model of the induction machine (IM) is
expressed in the a� b or d� q reference frame, and then the back-EMF is estimated based on the applied
voltage vectors. In this work, the d-q reference frame is used but unlike the existing method, the esti-
mated back-EMF is calculated by filtering the voltage vectors. Moreover, the work studies the importance
of the discretization method on the predictive control behavior of IM. It has been demonstrated that the
mentioned enhancements lead to an efficient Total Harmonic Distortion value for stator current (THDi)
and torque ripple reduction compared to the conventional methods. The proposed Predictive Current
Controller (PCC) has been validated experimentally by using a commercial IM of 7:5½kW� controlled by
a dSpace 1103 real-time control board running with sample frequencies from 10½kHz�to 80½kHz�. The test
results validate the developed controller’s ability to meet the control objectives in a whole range of
speeds, loads, and sampling frequencies.

� 2022 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier BV on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams Uni-
versity. This is an open access article under the CCBY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Model predictive control (MPC) was the first introduced in the
late 1970s and has evolved considerably since then. In the last three
decades, it has experienced a major breakthrough in the control
research community and in industry. MPC is undoubtedly the most
general technique for expressing the process control problem in the
time domain, which explains its success [1]. However, compared to
traditional control systems, these type of controllers have a large
computational burden. Therefore, predictive algorithms were first
used in slow dynamics applications. Due to technical advances in
microprocessors, especially in digital signal processing (DSP), the
predictive technique started to be applied in processes with a fast
dynamic response. Predictive control is being used in a variety of
applications with great success. Wind turbine systems [2,3], drying
towers [4], power systems [5–7], servos [8], and robotic arms [9] can
be named as some of the applications of this method.
The regulation of alternating current (AC) in power systems and
its total harmonic distortion (THDi) is one of the most classic and
challenging topics in electrical engineering [10]. The THDi is a key
aspect to consider in power systems, and must be kept to a mini-
mum. In a power system, a lower THDi means a higher power factor
[11], lower peak currents and related power losses and, as a result,
higher efficiency. A low THDi is so important in power systems that
international standards such as IEC61000� 3� 2 and IEEE519 spec-
ify harmonic current restrictions for different classes of power
equipment. In the literature, several control systems have been
developed to manage the AC of electric drives [12–14]. In several
cases, conventional PI-based controllers have been employed with
the PWM approach. On the other hand, the PI technique requires
parameter tuning, which is often carried out through a series of
trial-and-error processes, and requires re-tuning if the system
undergoes changes, i.e., such as machine replacement. External
PWM modules should be used in combination with PI controllers
as well [15].

Predictive control has a variety of characteristics that make it
ideal for power converter control: the principles are clear and easy
to comprehend; they canbe applied to awide range of systems; con-
straints and nonlinearities can be easily integrated; the multi-
variable case can be addressed; and the final controller is simple to
create [16]. However, while MPC for power converters and drives
is a well-known research and development approach, further
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research and development is necessary to get this technology to a
commercial and industrial level [17].

The continuous control setMPC (CCS-MPC) [18,19] and the finite
control setMPC(FCS-MPC) [20,21] are twoof themost commonMPC
variants in power electronics. The output of the CCS-MPC is a voltage
vector that is obtained by solving an online optimization problem
and then must pass through the PWM modulation module [22]. In
the FCS-MPC, however, the inherent discrete characteristic of the
inverter and a loadmodel is used to solve the optimization problem
[23]. There are two types of FCS-MPC used in power electronics:
finite control set Predictive Torque Control (PTC) [24] and finite con-
trol set Predictive Current Control (PCC) [25,26]. Themain objective
of bothfinite control set techniques is to use a predictive torque/cur-
rent controller to replace the inner PI current regulators and PWM
block set, resulting in faster dynamics.

PTC and PCC are model-based methods indicating that having
an accurate approximation of the model leads to better control in
these strategies. In addition, because digital control systems work
with discrete or digital signals, the drive model must be dis-
cretized. The Forward Euler approximation, for example, is a rela-
tively simple and commonly used method for discretizing the
continuous-time model of the electrical load in a finite set of
control-based approaches [16,27]. Unfortunately, at high frequen-
cies the Euler approximation produces significant modeling error,
which presents problems when large bandwidths are handled
[28]. In [29] the accuracy of the IM model by using different dis-
cretization methods for MPC is investigated. Then, in [30,31] is
studied the impact of a better discretization method on the perfor-
mance of the PMSM while MPC is applied.

To address the aforementioned issue, this research provides a
control system for IM based on a PCC finite control set. The pro-
posed solution eliminates the need of inner PI current controllers
and PWM block. Faster control with acceptable steady-state and
dynamic performance is enabled by the FCS-MPC, which antici-
pates future states of the control objectives and corrects errors
before applying switching signals to the inverter. The following
are the major contributions of this work:

� Electric load model is discretized by using the Taylor series
expansion. As a result, a simple and discrete-time description
of the load model is obtained, which is more accurate than
the simple Euler model and guarantees a trade-off between
model accuracy and complexity.
Fig. 1. (a) Two-level VSI. (b) The 8 voltage vec
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� The design has been done in the rotating reference frame d� q
to facilitate the use of a Low Pass Filter (LPF) to enhance the
estimated back-EMF. It is demonstrated that this change has a
remarkable impact on THDi reduction and torque ripple
minimization.

� Both in simulation and experimental tests, the proposed
method is validated for a wide range of speed, load torque,
and sampling frequency. Also, it is worth to be mentioned that
this proposal does not imply a high computational cost.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the
two-level voltage inverter model and IM system. The structure of
the proposed PCC is explained in Section 3. The effectiveness of
the proposed controller is obtained by numerical simulation and
experimental prototype, and they are presented in Section 4.
Finally, the conclusion has been discussed in Section 5.

2. Drive Model

An induction motor is connected to the output of the three-
phase two-level Voltage Source Inverter (VSI), and the VDC voltage
source is provided for Direct Current (DC) link (Fig. 1(a)).

The gating signals determine the switching binary states of the
converter SA; SB, and SC . To avoid short-circuiting the DC source,
one limitation for the proper operation of this converter is that
the two switches in each leg must work in a complementary mode.

According to a combination of switching binary states, the three-
phase VSI with six switches has a total of eight voltage vectors:
23 ¼ 8. Only six voltage vectors are considered active as control ele-
ments since the other two vectors are null, Fig. 1(b). The output volt-
age space vectors are based on the state of inverter switches. As,

~S ¼ 2
3

SA þ e
j2P
3 SB þ e

j4P
3 SC

� �
ð1Þ

the output voltage vector is as follow,

~va;b ¼ VDC :~S ð2Þ
where VDC is the DC link voltage and ~va;b is the voltage vector that
inverter generates. The output current vector can be expressed as,

~i ¼ 2
3
ðiA þ e

j2P
3 iB þ e

j2P
3 iCÞ ð3Þ
tors generated by two-level VSI inverter.
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where iA; iB and iC are the three phase output currents. Having from
[16] the idea to employ the PCC algorithm with the general three-
phase load current dynamics,

~va;b ¼ L
d~ia;b
dt

þ R~ia;b þ~ea;b ð4Þ

and applying to the three-phase stator of squirrel cage IM, it is
obtained,

~va;b ¼ rLs
d~ia;b
dt

þ Rs
~ia;b þ~ea;b ð5Þ

where r; Ls, and Rs stand for the coefficient of magnetic dispersion,
stator inductance, and stator resistance, respectively. Also,~ea;b rep-
resents the load back-EMF vector.

The main idea of the PCC algorithm is to predict the optimal ~va;b
voltage vector that the VSI generates to get the best stator current
control in each sample period. This is obtained by minimizing a
cost function related to the stator’s current errors. These currents
can be expressed in the a� b stationary reference frame, [16], or
to get the best results and as in this paper is proposed, taking them
in the d� q rotating reference frame. Considering this explanation,

the following cost function is proposed based on~id;q,

g ¼ i�dðkþ 1Þ � idðkþ 1Þ�� ��2 þ i�qðkþ 1Þ � iqðkþ 1Þ
���

���
2

ð6Þ

where~i�dðkþ 1Þ is the future d current component reference, given

by the rotor flux loop reference and~i�qðkþ 1Þ is the future q current
component reference given by the speed loop regulator. When
these references are not obtained from the predictive type con-

trollers, like in this case, then can be considered~i�d;qðkþ 1Þ �~i�d;qðkÞ
[16]. Regarding the two current components predictions,
~id;qðkþ 1Þ, the formulation of the three-phase stator voltage in
d� q rotating reference frame is taken as,

~vd;q ¼ rLs
d~id;q
dt

þ Rs
~id;q þ~ed;q ð7Þ

Also, considering the discrete nature of the digital control platforms,
Eq. (7) has to be discretized for both current components. Therefore,
considering, and then, taking the Euler discretization method leads
to,
Fig. 2. Block diagram
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~id;qðkÞ ¼ 1
RsTsþrLs ½rLs~id;qðk� 1Þ

þ~vd;qðkÞTs �~ed;qðkÞT�
ð8Þ

and project it to a sample period ahead, the two current compo-
nents predictions that are needed for Eq. (6) are being obtained as,

~id;qðkþ 1Þ ¼ 1
RsTsþrLs ½rLs~id;qðkÞ

þ~vd;qðkþ 1ÞTs �~ed;qðkþ 1ÞT�
ð9Þ

Now we can consider that~ed;qðkþ 1Þ �~ed;qðkÞ. Hence, the back-EMF
can be estimated by using Eq. (7) and discretized by Euler method,
as,

~̂ed;qðkÞ ¼ ~vd;q�filðkÞ þ Ls
Ts

~id;qðk� 1Þ � RsTs þ rLs
Ts

~id;qðkÞ ð10Þ

In back-EMF estimation (10), the value of ~vd;q�filðkÞ is obtained by
applying a LPF to ~vd;qðkÞ. The output of the filter is a more continu-
ous signal instead of a pure discrete signal, which is obtained with-
out the filter. In this sense, the filter helps to get an average value of
the voltage, taking into account past values, and the abrupt nature
of the pure discrete values is smoothed, getting a better approxima-
tion for back-EMF. It is worth to be noted that the filtered voltage is
only used for obtaining the back-EMF estimation. However, the fil-
tered voltage does not necessarily decrease the bandwidth because
it only affects the prediction of the back-EMF and enhances it con-
siderably which could be observed by monitoring the Te control sig-
nal (Fig. 9). Regarding ~vd;qðkÞ, it is obtaining from ~va;bðkÞ, after
applying the Park’s transformation. This way, ~vd;qf ilðkþ 1Þ term will
be obtained from (2) projected a sample time ahead, that is
~va;bðkþ 1Þ, and applying the Park’s transformation and the LPF.

However, the use of the stator currents expressed in d� q refer-
ence frame and filtering of stator voltage gives better results. Also,
the use of a proper discretization method for the stator dynamics
in the prediction of the currents (9) and back-EMF (10) has an
important impact. In this sense, using the Euler discretization
method for discretizing back-EMF is more adequate. Moreover,
for the stator current given in the d� q rotating reference frame,
to obtain a more precise approximation of the load model, a
second-order Taylor expansion is employed.

~id;qðkÞ ¼~id;qðk� 1Þ þ d~id;q
dt

jk Ts þ d2~id;q
dt2

jk
T2
s

2
ð11Þ
of PCC algorithm.



Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed PCC algorithm.
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where considering the following approximation for the current
components,

d~id;qðtÞ
dt

�
~id;qðkÞ �~id;qðk� 1Þ

Ts
ð12Þ

and,

d2~id;q
dt2

¼ 1
L
ðd~vd;q

dt
� R

d~id;q
dt

� d~ed;q
dt

Þ ð13Þ

and by substituting (12)and (13) in (11), and projecting it a sample

period ahead,~id;qðkþ 1Þ is obtained as,

~id;qðkþ 1Þ ¼ ð�~ed;qðkþ 1Þð 3Ts
2rLsÞ þ~id;qðkÞþ

Ts
Lsr ð~vd;qðkþ 1Þ þ ~vd;qðkþ1Þ�~vd;qðkÞ

2 Þþ
~id;qðkÞ

2 þ ~ed;qðkÞ
2 Þð1þ 3TsR

2LsrÞ
�1

ð14Þ
Fig. 4. The experiment platform for IM.

Table 1
Parameters of the M2AA 132M4 ABB Induction Motor 7:5½kW � and 1445½rpm�.

symbol rated value

Bv 0.0105 ½Kgm=ðrad=sÞ�
J 0.0503 ½Kgm2�
Lm 0.1125 ½H�
Ls 0.1138 ½H�
Lr 0.1152 ½H�
r 0.0346
Rr 0.400 ½X�
Rs 0.729 ½X�
p 4 poles

xmðnÞ 151.32 ½rad=s�(1445½rpm�)
/r 0.9030 ½Wb�
Isd 8.026 ½A�
Isq 20 ½A�
Is 15.3 ½A�
V 380 ½V �
PN 7500 ½W�
l 87%
3. Proposed PCC Method

Fig. 2 shows the blocks diagram of speed vector control of IM
(based on Field Oriented Control technique), where PIx is the Pro-
portional Integral speed regulator, Calc hs is the hs angle estimator,
ABC ! dq is the Clarke and Park transformations block, and finally,
the PCCdq LPF block is the proposed Predictive Current Controller in
d� q rotating reference frame with LPF. The structure of the PCC
for the IM is illustrated in the Fig. 2.

One of the most important parts of PCC is the selection of the
cost function to determine the optimal voltage vector. The square
cost function is the error between the reference and predicted cur-
rent components in d� q reference frame.

The flowchart of the Fig. 3 shows the sequence of the steps that
are necessary to be executed, in order to build the presented PCC
algorithm. The chart can be divided in three main tasks. The first
task is to get a proper estimation of the back-EMF (Step 3) with
the Eq. (10), which requires the values of the previous cycle (Step
1) and the current inputs (Step 2). The second is to predict the
future current of the machine (Step 4) with the Eq. (11) projected
a step ahead and calculated the cost function (g) with the Eq. 6,
eight times, and to select the optimal case (jop), which has got
the minimum value for g (Step 5). The last task is to apply the opti-
mal voltage vector to the VSI inverter and obtain its corresponding
filtered d� q value (Step 6) to be used in the next cycle.

The steps of the proposed strategy are summarized as follow:

� Step 1: Updating past samples from the previous cycle:
~̂ed;qðk� 1Þ;~id;qðk� 1Þ and ~vd;q�filðkÞ.

� Step 2: Obtaining current components references from the

outer regulators~i�d;qðkÞ and measuring real current componentzs
~id;qðkÞ.

� Step 3: Estimating back-EMF: ~̂ed;qðkÞ.
� Step 4: For the 8 possible voltage vectors j ¼ 0 : 7:
– Selection of the voltage ~va;bðkþ 1Þ, applying Park transfor-

mation to get ~vd;qðkþ 1Þ and predicting the stator current

in the next sampling time:~id;qðkþ 1Þ.
– Calculating the minimization function g and selecting the

best (minimum) up to the actual case (jop).
� Step 5: Voltage vector selection based on the minimum value of
the cost function: ~va;bðkþ 1Þ.

� Step 6: Applying the Park transformation and LPF to the
selected voltage vector (~vd;q�filðkþ 1Þ) for application in the next
cycle.
5

4. Experimental validation

The proposed current regulations’ performance has been vali-
dated in the MatLab/Simulink environment as well as in actual
tests using a commercial IM in this section.

The control platform depicted in Fig. 4 was used to carry out the
experimental validation of the proposed PCC regulator. The exper-
imental platform is built on a commercial 7:5½kW� squirrel-cage IM
(M2AA132M4;ABB) that is mechanically connected to a 10:6½kW�
AC synchronous servo motor (190U2, Unimotor) on its shaft to
implement the load torque(torque-controlled).

The parameters of the IM mounted in the experiment platform
are listed in Table 1. Both machines are connected to a DC bus of
540½V � by using their respective three-phase VSI with a variety of
switching frequencies. The control and monitoring tasks are done



Table 2
THDi(%) calculation of three different discretization methods for current and back-
EMF at 16:67ls (60KHz) of sampling time by using PCCdq�LPF .

~̂ed;q
~id;q Euler Taylor Tustin

Euler 4.4 5 3.6
Taylor 3.5 3.7 5.5
Tustin 4.4 5.2 4
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from a Personal Computer, which has installed the software
MatLab/Simulink and dSControl, and the DS1103 controller board
real-time interface of dSpace. An FPGA module uses measurements
from an incremental encoder with 4096 impulses per revolution to
compute the machine’s mechanical speed.

Algorithms for speed and current control, flux and torque esti-
mators, theta angle calculation, Park transformations of the refer-
ence frame, and calculations have all been implemented using a
Simulink S-Function Builder block written in the C programming
language, resulting in a compact code that is portable along differ-
ent processors.

Also, The stator windings of IM have been protected by limiting
the electromagnetic torque current command to 20½A�. The nomi-
nal value of the rotor flux (0:903½Wb�) is obtained by keeping the
rotor flux current command at the constant value, 8:026½A�.

Various experiments have been carried out to show the perfor-
mance of the proposed method. Table 2 is presented to demon-
strate the importance of the discretization method in the PCC
algorithm and its impact on the value of the THDi. Since in the
PCC design process, the back-EMF and stator currents prediction
need to be discretized. This table shows the value of the THDi ,
Fig. 5. Simulation and Experimental results: Dynamic response wh
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by using three different discretization methods for back-EMF and
currents prediction.

Moreover, the best combination, which represents the lowest
THDi after applying the LPF, has been selected to run the simulation
and experiments. It is worth to be noted that before applying the
filter, the best discretization method which provides the lowest
THDi in the stator current is the Euler method. This result has been
obtained while the motor was working at its 100ð%Þ rated speed
(1445½rpm�), and the load torque was applied to the system in
two steps: 10½Nm� at the starting point, plus 35½Nm� after
t ¼ 0:7½s� which is 90%of rated value with a sampling time of
Ts ¼ 16:67½ls� (60KHz). The lowest THDi for stator current is
achieved when back-EMF and stator current are discretized by
Euler and Taylor method, respectively. Hence, the simulations
and experiments are done by considering this combination, that
is, the best discretization settings for back-EMF and stator currents
prediction.

Fig. 5 depicts the simulation and experimental results of the
performance of the machine when it is running at the 1445½rpm�
and the sample time to execute the PCC algorithm is 12:5½ls�.
The load torque is applied to the system in two steps 10½Nm� at
the starting point, plus 35½Nm� after t ¼ 0:7½s�. It can be noted that
the simulation and the experiment test have a very similar beha-
viour. This makes it possible to carry out the desire tests on the
simulation model in order to subsequently carry out the experi-
ments on the real platform with the guarantee of proper system
modeling. The speed tracking and accuracy are quite close to the
simulation case, and it has fast dynamics. There is only a small
drop in the rotor speed, and it recovers to the original reference
value due to the increase in the electromagnetic torque. When it
comes to the electromagnetic torque, it can be compared to its sim-
en the reference speed is 1445½rpm� at Ts ¼ 12:5½ls�ð80½KHz�Þ.



Fig. 6. Experimental results: Harmonic spectrum of stator current and voltage by
using PCCab , at Ts ¼ 12:5½ls�ð80½KHz�Þ.

Fig. 7. Experimental results: Harmonic spectrum of stator current and voltage by
using PCCdq , at Ts ¼ 12:5½ls�ð80½KHz�Þ.

Fig. 8. Experimental results: Harmonic spectrum of stator current and voltage by
using PCCdq�LPF , at Ts ¼ 12:5½ls�ð80½KHz�Þ.

Fig. 9. Experimental results: Comparison between electromagnetic torque perfor-
mance by using PCCab; PCCdq and PCCdq�LPF , at Ts ¼ 12:5½ls�ð80½KHz�Þ.

Table 3
Comparison among approaches in different ranges of the frequencies at 1445½rpm�
and 30½Nm� load torque.

THDi (%)
Sampling frequency ½KHz� PCCab PCCdq�LPF

10 25 15
40 8.4 5.8
60 7.8 5
80 7.1 4.2
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ulation scenario, and both are fairly comparable, smooth, and effi-
cient. The isq torque current tracking is very satisfactory, and it is
limited to its maximum value of 20½A�. Its performance is very sim-
ilar to the simulation case. The next plot illustrates the stator flux
amplitude with the final of 0:9½Wb�. This performance indicates
that the stator flux is well regulated in steady state since its id cur-
rent is efficiently controlled. Finally in the figure can be observed
the low distortion of the phase A stator current and also, it is lim-
ited to �20½A�, due to the iq limitation. The effectiveness of the pro-
posed PCC (PCCdq�LPF) in reducing current harmonics is further
confirmed by the harmonic spectrum of stator current at a steady
speed of 100% of the rated value ð1445½rpm�Þ and a load torque of
90% of the rated value ð45½Nm�Þ. The sampling time to execute the
PCC algorithm is 80½KHz�. The harmonic spectrums of current and
voltage of stator are presented by applying PCCab; PCCdq and
PCCdq�LPF methods respectively, in the Figs. 6–8. The value of the
THDi by using the proposed algorithm is 3%, which is significantly
lower than others: 5:1% of PCCab and 6:5% of PCCdq. It is clearly
seen that the PCCdq�LPF exhibit much better steady-state perfor-
mance in term of current harmonics than PCCab and PCCdq.

When the motor is working at the maximum rated speed and
load, maximum current is needed. As a result, the switching fre-
7

quency will be lower at the peak values of stator current. This
observation indicates that the switching losses of the inverter will
be lower. However, it is necessary to have a balance between
inverter switching frequency and THDi. By comparing Figs. 6–8, it
is demonstrated that PCCdq�LPF method maintains a fair balance
between inverter switching frequency and THDi. Nevertheless,
PCCab; PCCdq methods have lower switching losses at peak values
of the stator current, but THDi is higher.

Fig. 9 demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed method by
depicting the electromagnetic torque performance of the motor-
related to the Figs. 6–8. Te is directly related to the isq stator cur-
rent. This figure makes it evident that by using the PCCdq�LPF , the
electromagnetic torque ripple is much lower comparing to the
other two methods. This lower electromagnetic torque ripple
results in less mechanical vibration of the machine and faster
dynamics and response of the system is obtained, as it can be seen
in the value of Te at 0:5½s�.



Fig. 10. Experimental results: Stator current performance at 1445½rpm�, with a different range of torque load (TL), for (a)PCCab , (b) PCCdq and (c) PCCdq�LPF , at
Ts ¼ 12:5½ls�ð80½KHz�Þ.

Fig. 11. Experimental results: Stator current performance at (1) 800½rpm� and (2) 200½rpm�, with a different range of torque load, for (a)PCCab , (b) PCCdq and (c) PCCdq�LPF , at
Ts ¼ 12:5½ls�ð80½KHz�Þ.

F. Shiravani, P. Alkorta, J.A. Cortajarena et al. Ain Shams Engineering Journal 14 (2023) 102037
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Fig. 12. Comparisons of THDi for PCCab; PCCdq and PCCdq�LPF , operating at (1) 1000½rpm� and (2) 1445½rpm� speed, 45½Nm� of load torque and different frequencies.

Fig. 13. Experimental results: Dynamic response at Ts ¼ 12:5½ls�ð80½KHz�Þ when the reference speed is (a) 25½rpm� and (b) 100½rpm�.

F. Shiravani, P. Alkorta, J.A. Cortajarena et al. Ain Shams Engineering Journal 14 (2023) 102037
Table 3 represents the measured THDi of stator current while IM
is running at the rated speed ð1445½rpm�Þ. A load torque of 30½Nm�is
applied to the machine at t ¼ 0:7½s�. As in the previous experi-
ments, stator current has less distortion by using PCCdq�LPF

controller.
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 are presented to illustrate the performance of

the propose controller in wide range of speed and torque load.
Based on the results, it is evident that by decreasing the load tor-
que, THDi increases. However, it is notable that PCCdq�LPF performs
a better behaviour compare to PCCab and PCCdq methods.

Fig. 12 provides the numerical comparisons of current THDi for
different PCC methods at various frequencies while IM is running
9

at two different speeds. As it can be extracted, as the sampling fre-
quency of the controller is increasing, current THDi is decreasing.
However, by comparing the values of THDi in rotating reference
frame and stationary reference frame, it is evident that, by using
proposed PCCdq�LPF , the distortion factor of current reduces
significantly.

It is worth mentioning that use of LPF has its drawbacks; specif-
ically the performance of the filter at low operating speed due to
the sensitivity for the corner frequency change. In this regard,
the following experiments are carried out to discover the range
of speed that the proper performance of machine could be guaran-
teed while applying the proposed method. Based on the performed



Table 4
THDi (%) calculation, using PCCdq�LPF method in a range of low speed and different
load torque at Ts ¼ 12:5½ls�ð80½KHz�Þ.

THDi (%)
Speed [rpm] TL ¼ 0 TL ¼ 20½Nm� TL ¼ 45½Nm�

100 5 4.3 3.3
50 5.5 4.4 3.2
25 6 3.8 3
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experiments, It turns out this proposal guarantees a proper perfor-
mance for the experimental platform in a range of motor speed
from 25½rpm� to the rated speed which is 1445½rpm�.

Fig. 13 depicts the dynamic performance of the IM when
machine is rotating at 25½rpm� and 100½rpm�. The applied load tor-
que is 45½Nm� and the sampling time of the PCC algorithm execu-
tion is 80½KHz�. As it is indicated, the rotor speed, Te; d and q
stator current components and stator phase current have an appro-
priate performance in both mentioned velocities.

Also, Table 4 demonstrates the THDi measurement when motor
is working in a range of low speed with different load torque con-
ditions. As reflected, in low speed the PCCdq�LPF can oath a suitable
stator current ripple percentage.

5. Conclusion

An enhanced PCC regulator was developed and implemented
for IM drives: PCCdq�LPF . The proposed algorithm is designed in
the d� q rotating reference frame and it includes an LPF to
improve the THDi and the electromagnetic torque ripple in com-
pared to the conventional methods. Furthermore, a Taylor series
expansion is used for the discretization of the IM model, which
leads to a good balance between model accuracy and complexity.
The main advantages of this proposal are simplicity of implemen-
tation and low computational burden. The effectiveness of the pro-
posed controller has been validated in the various experimental
test conditions. The PCCdq�LPFmodel has been compared with the
PCCab and PCCdq approaches. The experimental analysis demon-
strates that the proposed PCCdqðPCCdq�LPFÞ is more effective than
the other two approaches, getting drastic reduction of THDi and
electromagnetic torque ripple. THDi diminution: 34%� 41%
respect to the PCCab and 45%� 62% respect to the PCCdq, and Te

ripple lowering: 40% respect to the PCCab and 50% respect to the
PCCdq. All in all, considering the importance of the low THDi in
power systems, PCCdq�LPF can be implemented in industrial applica-
tions in a wide range of speed (25½rpm� � 1445½rpm�) to achieve a
desire THDi which is compatible with international standards such
as IEC61000� 3� 2 and IEEE519 since it is easy to implement and
also does not imply a high computational cost.
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